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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It has been argued that the cost of developing new products comes primarily
from knowledge-intensive labor, and that an organization’s success is strongly linked
to how efficiently its members can gather, share, and create knowledge [2]. In a
survey performed by Oracle in 2012 that interviewed 333 C-level executives, 93% of
them believed their organization is losing revenue due to its inability to leverage a
superabundance of data [3].
Not only do organizations have more information than they can manage, but
it often comes from disparate data sources. This can happen due to mergers and
acquisitions, but it can also happen for internal reasons. Data sources are often
created by subgroups to meet a contextual need and these groups cannot anticipate
all of the ways it might be used by the rest of the organization [4]. This leads to
knowledge that cannot be used by other groups in different contexts. Data does not
make for knowledge if it is inaccessible or incomprehensible.
The integration of such data sources into a unified system, one that allows
the users to leverage the union of all knowledge stored across this heterogeneous
data landscape, will often involve overcoming both technological and social challenges
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[4]. Examples of a technological challenge would be incorporating new data sources
accessible via different protocol specifications or coping with querying capabilities
missing in one data source that are provided by another. A social challenge might
be that a portion of the data source was built under some non-disclosure agreement
which is in conflict with the goal of the integrated system. Incorporating software that
can automatically solve the technological challenges of data integration is obviously
desired, but this is difficult when a set of data is lacking semantics or in semantic
disagreement with another set of data in the system to be integrated.
This problem is often solved by building an authoritative registry for the unified system containing standard schematic and semantic information that data sources
must comply with. If a data source does not comply with this standardization then it
must be transformed in some way into something that does. One problem with this
approach is that all of the work required to make a new data source compliant must
be done before it is available to users of the system, even if full-integration is not
required to add value to the organization. Another problem is that the original semantics, how the data was intended to be interpreted, will be lost in this new system.
A third problem is that if subgroups in the organization have a different point of view
than the authoritative ontology, then the integrated system may not be appropriate
for their use-case.
The knowledge space (KS) framework proposed by Sabados [5] is a novel way
to architect an ontology-based data integration effort that uses additional metadata
in order to support multiple contexts (interpretations or point of views). It allows the
members of an organization to annotate the data sources from their point of view and
2

relate it to other points of view. This solution seeks to overcome semantic ambiguity
from the lens of pragmatics. In other words, it recognizes that the context-dependent
aspects that drive the semantics of a data source should be captured and studied, not
discarded [6].

1.1

Problem Statement

Although the knowledge space framework is based on conceptual graphs, there
is little implementation guidance for constructing a knowledge space that is able to
take advantage of the query and reasoning capabilities provided by the formalism.
Inference is discussed as an advantage of the framework, but as of now, we only
have hypothetical examples of how knowledge spaces can be used to perform simple
data matching: determining if entries from multiple data sources refer to the same
entity [7]. Data matching is important, but we are still left with the question, under
what practical situation would a knowledge space provide useful inferences that a
single-context solution cannot? How might a knowledge space lead to new insights
through the capabilities provided by conceptual graphs?
One barrier to answering those types of questions is that current work on
knowledge spaces only describes the process of cataloging data sources and adding the
contexts that relate these catalogs to form a context [1]. There is not much guidance
on how a system can be built that allows users to integrate whatever data sources they
have available with the knowledge space so it can be the target of conceptual-graphbased services. The original implementation stores the conceptual graph metadata in
a relational database with services provided as SQL queries. SQL was not designed
3

for exploring a graph of relationships or searching for graph patterns [8]. Although
converting such graph operations to SQL and overcoming the poor performance of
such queries with new query plan optimization techniques is an area of active research
[9,10], we are still left with a knowledge space framework that has yet to address these
issues and further experimentation on knowledge spaces is impeded without such tools
in place.

1.2

Contribution

In this project, I will first show how the conceptual graph formalism can be
adapted to the language of a property-graph store (Chapter 3). I will then show how
an implementer can take advantage of existing graph-based querying mechanisms to
build a complete knowledge space framework (Chapter 4). An improved knowledge
space, which can be incrementally extended with new knowledge by its users, will
be designed and implemented using those techniques (Chapter 5). The knowledge
space will be applied to a heterogeneous collection of real-world data in order to
demonstrate how a multi-contextual environment can be built, and how insightful
queries can be declared from those contexts that target all of the data sources in the
system. The roadmap for this thesis is visualized in Figure 1.1. In order to learn
which application domains exist that would benefit significantly from a knowledge
space, it is crucial that an implementation be built that is suitable for incorporating
the data of these domains so that evidence can be gathered in favor or against the
knowledge space. It is my hope that this implementation will be the basis for such

4

Chapter 3
Property
Graph Model

Chapter 4

Chapter 4

Graph Query Services

Knowledge
Space Contexts

Chapter 5

Data Sources

Figure 1.1: Project roadmap

further research as well as research in areas such as knowledge space usability, best
practices, and scalability.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, the main concepts used by this work are discussed along with
a brief survey of past and current research regarding those topics. Each section in
this chapter adds to the foundation that this thesis is built upon. The problem of
data integration is discussed first, followed by an introduction to knowledge bases and
the formal structures that can be used to define them. The chapter then describes
a data integration approach that leverages ideas from the knowledge base literature,
including a framework called a knowledge space. Finally, the specific technologies
used by this project to model, build, and experiment with a functional knowledge
space are covered.

2.1

Data integration

The challenges and solutions related to the integration of multiple data sources
have been studied since at least the 1980’s and remains an active topic to this day [11].
When undertaking a data integration effort, steps must be taken to overcome any
heterogeneity in the data. The types of dissimilarities between the data sources
influence what solutions are available for overcoming them in order to provide an
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integrated product. For this reason, it is useful to have a classification system for
data heterogeneity.

2.1.1

Types of heterogeneity
One way of looking at heterogeneity among information systems is to classify it

into three different types: syntactic, schematic, and semantic. Syntactic heterogeneity
refers to differences in the data representation and the protocols involved in operating
on such data. Examples of syntactic heterogeneity would be differences in file formats,
networking protocols used to access the data store, or different flavors of a query
language [11].
Schematic heterogeneity (also called structural heterogeneity) occurs when different structures such as tables, attributes, rows, data types, and names are used to
represent equivalent information [12]. As the name suggests, it is concerned with
differences in the schema, but not about whether or not the models are interpreted
as being the same. For example, if one data model has a table named Instructor and
another has a table named Professor then this is an instance of schematic heterogeneity. It does not matter if professors and instructors are really intended to represent
the same thing. If one table used an integer to represent the professor id when another used a string, it would be another example of schematic heterogeneity [13].
Schematic heterogeneity can also occur when information is captured in the data for
one schema but is captured in the metadata of another [14]. Figure 2.1 demonstrates
this with two schemas involving company stock prices. The first schema does not
specify the name of any particular company, but the second one does. It may be that

7

Figure 2.1: Example of schematic heterogeneity

these tables carry the same meaning. If not, then another type of heterogeneity is
involved—semantic.
Semantic heterogeneity deals with differences in how data is interpreted, or
intended to be interpreted. This normally arises when data sources related to a given
domain are constructed independently. A good example of semantic heterogeneity is
the university example in [1]. In that example, one data source classifies a student as
a freshman in terms of the number of completed credit hours, and the other in terms
of the number of years enrolled.

2.1.2

Coping with heterogeneity
In order to cope with schematic and semantic heterogeneity in a data integra-

tion environment, it must be understood whether or not entries in each source are
referring to the same entity. The process of identifying these types of semantic relationships across different schemas is known as schema matching [7]. All three types
of heterogeneity can be obstacles to the schema matching process and overcoming
them is a topic of much research, as schema matchers are constantly being proposed
and evaluated [15]. Even though lack of semantic representation makes it impossible
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to determine all schema matches without user input, many different approaches have
been devised to automate this process as much as possible [16].
Another set of solutions to the problem of data integration can be categorized
as Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL) approaches. In this process, the data is extracted from multiple, possibly heterogeneous, data sources. It is then transformed
into a desired structure, typically one that provides a unified view of the data in order
to remove any heterogeneity. ETL software modules exist to aid in the transformation process, but workflows built from these must be devised by the data engineer.
The workflows are not always simple, as many activities may be needed for ETL to
be successful. Data may need to sanitized, merged, split, or sent off to external systems or organizations for further processing before returning to the current pipeline
and eventually migrated to its new destination where it can be consumed [17]. One
ETL-based technique is to reconcile the schemas of every data source in the domain
of interest, convert all of the schematic and semantic information into a single standardized format, and then store it in a large repository called a metadata registry
(MDR) [18]. With these ETL-based solutions, all of the costs involved in having a
complete integrated solution must be paid for before users can take advantage of this
data transformation. In this work, solutions such as this will be referred to as a payup-front approach. Pay-up-front approaches have a significant disadvantage when it
is unclear how much integration will actually be needed or if the required resources
for the entire effort are not available. Often, it is only a subset of integration features
that are needed at a given point in time.

9

2.1.3

Data integration systems and dataspaces
The concept of a data integration system has been formally referred to as

a triple D = (A, S, M ) where is A is an authoritative global schema, specified as a
formal language over some alphabet; S is a set of source schemas, possibly in different
languages and over different alphabets; and M is a set of mappings between the
source schemas and the authoritative [19]. As suggested by the formal definition just
supplied, data management is often viewed as the problem of ensuring heterogeneous
data sources are semantically integrated under a single authoritative ontology.
A different way of looking at a data integration system is as a mechanism
that helps ensure heterogeneous data sources can at least co-exist, regardless of how
semantically integrated or structured they happen to be. This idea was proposed in
2005 by [20], which defined the environment of co-existing data sources as a dataspace.
In order for a dataspace to work for an organization, a DataSpace Support
Platform (DSSP) must be put in place. DSSPs provide basic services for all sources
of the dataspace regardless of how much effort has been spent to integrate them.
Keyword search is an example of this type of functionality. As more integration
is required, new integration services can be incrementally paid for [20]. Schema
matching as described earlier in this work would be an example of a type of service
that could be incrementally added. Dataspaces consist of data sources that may be
related in certain ways. For example, source B may have been a migration from source
A. It is the DSSPs job to allow these relationships to be declared incrementally as
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needed. As a contrast to the notion of pay-up-front data integration, this work will
refer to solutions of this nature as pay-as-you-go data integration.

2.2

Knowledge base systems

A knowledge base is a collection of symbols that represent information about a
particular domain of interest as well as relationships between these symbols. Knowledge based systems are those that store such symbols and can process them in order to
form new ones which themselves represent more knowledge [21]. The first knowledge
bases were constructed by subject matter experts and processed by systems designed
to answer questions as if such an expert were present. These systems are often called
expert systems [22].
In order to create a knowledge base, a formalism is needed for describing
different kinds of knowledge such as ontologies, facts, and rules [21]. An ontology has
been defined as a ”formal specification of a shared conceptualization” [23]. In other
words, an ontology is a vocabulary of concepts and their relationships expressed in
some formalism.
One technique for expressing such concepts mathematically is Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA). In FCA, concepts are pairs. The first item is the set of all objects
that belong to the concept, the other item is the set of all attributes that the objects
have in common. Thus, a concept in FCA can be viewed as a formalism for the
philosophical ideas of extension and intension [24].
Description logic (DL) systems are another way of representing ontologies and
assertions. The notion of a description logic arose from the need to describe the
11

capabilities and limitations of the numerous knowledge representation systems lacking
formal semantics that were emerging. Many of these systems were frame-based or
network-based and did not have the full expressive power of first-order logic [25]. Like
FCA, concepts for description logics are set-theoretic constructs. Description logic
languages are built from those concepts in addition to symbols called constructors.
Constructors can be recursively applied to build expressions that are more complex.
The choice of constructors a given description logic language uses determines how
expressive it is. Some of the constructors are familiar to first order logic. EL [26], for
example, supports existential restriction and concept intersection.
It is common in a DL knowledge base to distinguish between the ontological
knowledge, often referred to as the TBox, and the assertions made with respect to
that ontological knowledge, often referred to as the ABox. One of the reasons for this
distinction is that the TBox may be covered by a simpler DL than the ABox [25].
This is because a TBox is usually just a subsumption hierarchy of concepts along
with statements assigning properties to those concepts. This distinction will be seen
again when discussing conceptual graphs.

2.3

Conceptual graphs

In 1984, John F. Sowa published [27], introducing conceptual graphs (CGs) as
a successor to the existential graphs (EGs) of Charles S. Peirce. Like EGs, conceptual graphs are a graphical representation with the expressiveness of first order logic
(FOL). Unlike EGs, CGs involve an explicit type lattice used to conveniently restrict
existential quantifiers. For example, (∃ x : P erson) as opposed to just (∃ x).
12

class #1
a0

a1

a2

a3

b2

b3

class #2
b0

b1

Figure 2.2: Bipartite graph

2.3.1

Definition
A conceptual graph is a finite, connected, bipartite graph [27]. A graph

is a pair G = (V, E), with E ⊆ V 2 . Members of set V are referred to as vertices or
nodes, and members of set E are referred to as edges. An edge v1 v2 can be thought
of as a line connecting the two vertices v1 and v2 [28]. If the nodes in a graph can
be split into N classes such that edges always span different classes, the graph is said
to be N-partite [28]. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 demonstrate bipartite and tripartite
graphs respectively.
The non-empty graph P = (V, E) is said to be a path if E = v0 v1 , v1 v2 , ..., vk−1 vk
when V = v0 , v1 , ..., vk and vi 6= vk for i 6= k. If there are paths connecting each pair
of vertices in a graph G, then G is said to be connected [28].
The two classes of nodes in CGs are referred to as concepts and relations.
These nodes have type labels pulled from a hierarchical vocabulary called the support.
Relations are drawn as ovals and concepts are drawn as rectangles. In Figure 2.4, the
13

class #1
a0

a1

a2

b2

b3

a3

class #2
b0

b1

class #3
c0

c1

c2

c3

Figure 2.3: Tripartite graph

Figure 2.4: Example CG

concept on the left has the term Cat in the type field and the individual Lola in the
referent field. The concept on the right has a blank referent field and thus uses the
default quantifier: existential. In English, this could be phrased as follows: ”Lola the
cat likes a box.”. In order to state that Lola likes every box the universal quantifier
∀ may be placed in the referent field for Box.
Concepts participating in a relation are ordered. In the case of a binary relation
such as in Figure 2.4, the first concept has an arrow drawn to the relation. The second
concept has the arrow drawn away from the relation. In the case of n-ary relations,
the arrows can be dropped and the edges labeled with numbers [21].
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2.3.2

Basic and simple conceptual graphs
For a project such as this thesis, where the goal is to provide a method for

knowledge base implementation, the full expressiveness of FOL is not desired. Instead,
a fragment of CGs where the reasoning mechanisms are decidable is much more
appealing. This section defines two such fragments.
A basic conceptual graph (BG) is a 5-tuple G = (C, R, E, V, L) where C is a
set of concept nodes, R a set of relation nodes, and E a set of edges all forming a finite,
bipartite, undirected graph with C as one class and R as the other. The support, or
vocabulary, V is a 4-tuple V = (TC , TR , I, ∗). TC is a partially ordered set of concept
types and TR is a partially ordered set of sets containing relations partitioned by
arity. I is the set of concept instances and ∗ refers to the concept whose instance is
unspecified. The labeling function L associates the type and individual markers with
nodes in C and R [21].
A simple conceptual graph (CG) is a BG that allows for the addition
of coreference links, which are used to signify that two concepts refer to the same
entity. Visually, coreference links are edges between concepts drawn as a dotted line.
Concepts that share individual markers are also said to be coreferent. More formally,
an SG is a BG is extended with an equivalence relation that partitions the concepts
into classes when they refer to the same entity. These fragments are important here
because much of the work this project seeks to accomplish with a knowledge base
involves problems that can be reduced to the well-studied, NP-Complete subgraphmatching problem using these CGs [21]. If the source graph in the subgraph-matching
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problem can be further constrained, such as to acyclic BGs, then one is working with
a fragment where this problem is not only decidable, but tractable [29].
Simple conceptual graphs can also be extended by introducing the idea of a
concept using an entire CG as its referent to form a nested graph [30]. This is often
referred to as a context. Nodes in a context can be coreferent with concepts outside
of the nested graph. As will be discussed later, this technique can be used to make
statements about concepts in different contextual environments.

2.3.3

Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP)
Many problems can be stated in terms of relations and value constraints over

a set of variables [31]. When dealing with a set of data that can be used as potential
values to those variables, it may be desirable to know which assignments are valid or
invalid according to those constraints to aid with decision-making. For example, this
technique could be used to verify that none of the students in a university data set are
enrolled in courses with overlapping times, or that there are no entities classified as
a student which also happen to be enrolled in zero classes. This is demonstrated by
Figure 2.5 and is referred to as the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). If CSPs are
modeled as CGs and the knowledge base consists of target CGs, then solving CSPs
has been proven to be just a matter of solving the subgraph-matching problem [32].
Techniques for specifying and automatically detecting such constraints in a CB-based
knowledge base have been proposed [33].
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Figure 2.5: CSP problem and solution

2.3.4

Actors
In situations where it is desired to have a CG that updates dynamically, a

special type of relation can be added to the CG called an actor. Concepts linked to
an actor are designated as either inputs or outputs. Actors can be useful when the
graph needs to represent change [34]. Whenever actors fire, the outputs, which may
have unknown referents at the time of firing, become known as the result of some
operation. There is no restriction that an Actor must be idempotent in regards to
the input concepts. The firing of the actor may involve side effects. For example,
it could perform some input/output operation (IO) to check a current stock price or
obtain a user’s input into some system as in Figure 2.6. In this sense, the use of actors
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Fire

Fire
Again

Figure 2.6: Actor with side effects

is more like the use of monad structures in pure functional programming languages
such as Haskell [35].
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2.4

Knowledge spaces

In addition to the traditional ETL methods mentioned earlier, some attempts
use ontology formalisms to create a global view of that data. This type of approach
does not take into consideration that the data may need to be used in ways other than
what it was originally intended for, or that the interpretation of the concepts used
at the time the data was gathered may have evolved over time, yet the data remains
unchanged. If data sources are viewed from a more pragmatic, Peircean angle; that
is, as a collection of signs standing for real world objects that when presented to
somebody forms impressions in the mind which are themselves signs [36], then the
solutions discussed so far all fall short. A data integration system, D = (A, S, M ),
is only applicable to those whose impression of the data is in agreement with the
authoritative schema A.
Sabados attempts to address this issue in his dissertation on knowledge spaces
[1]. Knowledge spaces provide a data integration architecture that builds on the
dataspace notion combined with ontology-based integration techniques. A KS allows
multiple, even contradictory, interpretations to be constructed with knowledge representation formalisms on top of a set of heterogeneous data sources. This approach
takes into account the interpretant in Peirce’s theory of signs. A KS is a three-tiered
architecture, each layer communicating only with adjacent layers, with the exception
of the service components that provide the functionality consumed by the user base.
It consists of a layer of catalogs, each catalog annotating a particular data source
using a conceptual graph context. On top of the catalogs are another set of concep-
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Figure 2.7: Knowledge space architecture [1]

tual graph contexts that provide a global ontology that can make statements about
concepts that span multiple catalogs. Because it contains relations (in the conceptual
graph sense) across catalogs, it is referred to as the relations layer.
At the time a data source was populated, there was presumably some reason
for doing such work, along with a decision making process for determining what
information to include or exclude regarding all of the concepts referred to by the
schema. This information is captured by the catalogs, which can be thought of as
how the data was intended to be used. Sabados refers to this as a context-ofintent. From this point onward, the terms catalog and context-of-intent will be used
synonymously. The relations layer captures the semantics of how the data sources in
the dataspace can be integrated to meet a particular organization’s needs. To avoid
confusion caused by the term relation in a project that uses conceptual graph, the
relations layer will be referred to as the contexts-of-use from this point onward.
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Figure 2.8: Data sources, catalogs, and relations [1]

Going back to the formal definition of a data integration system, these contexts-ofintent contain the semantics behind the source schemas S, and each context-of-use
contains the semantics behind a possible global authoritative schema A. Figure 2.8
demonstrates the three main layers of a knowledge space.
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2.5

Property graph model

The relational data model has been extremely successful since its conception
due to its simple mathematical structure, the ability to create data models without
taking the physical storage system into consideration, and the emergence of SQL as
the de facto query language. The emergence of the graph database model is partially
due to the need to model much more highly related data, as is the case with knowledge
bases [37]. In the relational model, data is represented as records in a table, sometimes
called a relation. Relationships between different tables are often accomplished by
using special fields in one table to hold pointers to another table. As data is being
explored, related tables are combined with an operation called JOIN as needed.
A particular graph DBMS model that has recently become extremely popular
is the property graph model. In this model, an entity and all of its properties are
stored in nodes and related data can be reached by following the connected edges.
This is demonstrated by Figure 2.9. No JOIN-like operation is required. These
edges can also have properties stored with them. Unlike the relational model, query
languages in property graph databases are done by matching graph patterns [38].
Queries for knowledge bases built around CGs can be thought of as graph patterns
with homomorphisms as answers [21]. It is easy to see how such a data model can
be taken advantage of by a knowledge base. In fact, the prolific nature of new graphbased database systems was cited by the maintainers of Cogitant, a popular CGbased KB framework, as a reason for not undertaking the effort of adding persistence
capabilities to the system. [39].
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Person:Philosopher
Lastname:
“Kierkegaard”

CreativeWork:Book
WROTE
{finished: true}

Firstname:
“Søren”

Title: “The
Concept of
Anxiety”

Figure 2.9: Simple property graph

One particular property graph database that has become extremely popular
is Neo4j. Neo4j is a transactional database system, implemented in Java. It provides
its own query language, known as Cypher, which can be used to query nodes and
relationships via pattern matching [40]. The name, which suggests that it is for Java,
is a bit of a misnomer because Neo4j is exposed to other applications via drivers
designed for many different languages and platforms and also via an HTTP API.

2.6

Summary

This chapter provided a survey of the topics that the rest of this work is
built upon. The two main research areas, data integration and knowledge bases,
eventually converged and the notion of knowledge spaces as proposed by Sabados was
covered. Knowledge spaces, an extension of dataspaces, are an interesting change in
direction from the other approaches discussed here, because it includes emphasis on
the contextualization of knowledge as opposed to just standardization [1]. In the next
chapters, this work will dig deeper into the design and implementation issues that
must be addressed in order to construct a knowledge space that can be put to work
on a realistic dataspace.
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIBING THE KNOWLEDGE SPACE AS A PROPERTY
GRAPH

In this chapter, a property graph model of a knowledge space is devised that
maintains the conceptual graph foundation upon which knowledge spaces were originally defined. This model does impose a few restrictions on the types of conceptual
graphs that can be expressed, and those limitations are described in more detail in
the following sections.
Modeling a knowledge space as a property graph allows implementors to take
advantage of existing graph DBMSs such as Neo4j and the features provided by their
query engines such as matching graph patterns. Using Neo4j as a means of providing
knowledge space services is explored in Chapter 4. Maintaining the conceptual graph
formalism gives implementors the option of incorporating even more graph-based
reasoning techniques such as those described in [21]. Alternatively, the conceptual
graph representation could be converted to RDF using an approach similar to what
is described by the authors of [41]. It could then be loaded into a triple store such
as Jena [42] in order to take advantage of the platform’s existing RDFS or OWL
inference engines.
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Figure 3.1: CG with ternary relation (top left), a support (top right), and corresponding property graph (bottom)

3.1

Representing conceptual graphs and their contexts

Each concept is stored as a property graph node with the concept type and
all of that type’s generalizations present as node labels. If only binary relations and
flat vocabularies are needed, as is the case with the implementation in Chapter 5,
then the relations can be represented as simple property graph relationships with the
relation type stored as the relationship type. Otherwise, relations may be stored as
nodes and distinguished from concepts by setting a property such as ”NodeType”.
The former approach is taken in this design.
Although Sabados does not impose any restrictions on the amount of CG
nesting supported in a knowledge space, a working knowledge space, such as the
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Figure 3.2: Contextual CG binary relation as a property graph

one discussed in Chapter 5, can be built with one level of nesting. This is enough to
support the context-of-intent and the context-of-use which are fundamental to knowledge spaces. This contextual information is attached to the nodes and relationships
as ”ContextType” and ”ContextName” properties.

3.2

Cross referencing contexts

Linking two concepts nested in contexts at the same level, such as a contextof-use and a context-of-intent, with a co-referent link is not valid for CGs. Sabados
solves this problem with an intermediate concept on the sheet of assertion used as a
co-referent bridge as shown in Figure 3.3.
This section proposes a different approach: the context cross reference. In this
approach, statements about concepts in another context are made by using the other
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Use: Scheduling Office

Course

matches

Course

T

T

Intent: Data Source 2

Intent: Data Source 1
matches

Record

matches

Course

crn

Record

Value

Course

title

Value

Figure 3.3: Sabados version of the bridged context

context as a concept. Referring to a concept type such as ”Course” in another context
such as ”Intent: Data Source 1” is accomplished by declaring the new concept nodes
”Course” and ”Intent: Data Source 1” and attaching them to the binary relation
”in”. The new ”Intent: Data Source 1” node is linked to the actual context graph
with a co-referent link since they refer to the same thing. This is demonstrated by
Figure 3.4.
These approaches should not be confused as being equivalent. In the version
proposed by Sabados, specific concept nodes are being bridged. Other asserted concepts in those contexts are not considered co-referent unless those links are made
explicit. In the context cross reference approach, a graph is making a statement
about all concept nodes in another context of the specified type.
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Intent: Data Source 2

Intent: Data Source 1

Intent: Data Source 1
Record

crn

Intent: Data Source 2
Value: title

Value: crn

title

Record

matches

matches

Course

Course

Figure 3.4: Example context cross reference CG

There are a few benefits to the new approach. First, it no longer requires that
some abstract concept exist on the sheet of assertion, potentially causing confusion
to readers. Second, the concept in the other context can be referred to without
drawing the entire graph of the other context. When a user wishes to upload a single
context-of-use graph to a knowledge space, it would be inconvenient to require that
a context-of-intent graph exist in the same drawing for each referenced context-ofintent. In Figure 3.4, for example, the context-of-use box ”Use: Scheduling Office” is
the only thing that needs to be uploaded.
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Figure 3.5: Example context cross reference property graph

When converting the context cross reference to the property graph representation, all ”in” relations and attached concepts are removed. Any relations attached to
those cloned concepts are still represented as relationships in the context they were
defined in. The difference is that these relationships are directly linked to the concept
in the other context. Figure 3.5 shows the context-of-use in Figure 3.4 converted to
a property graph.
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3.3

Describing a context-of-intent as a meta-graph for records

Sabados describes catalog contexts as CGs with concepts and relations extracted from a data source schema along with additional concepts and relations that
further annotate the data source. In this model it is referred to as a context of type
”INTENT”.
Whenever the context-of-intent describes the records in a data source using
the same vocabulary as the schema, an interesting opportunity arises. The data
source itself can be imported as a CG using the context-of-intent as a meta-graph
for each record. In other words, the data source can be transformed into a set of
disconnected conceptual graphs, one for each record, each having the same structure
as the context-of-intent, but with referents corresponding to the specific record.
To support this, the concept type ”Record” and ”Value” are added to the
knowledge space support. Records are attached to Values by CG relations derived
from the schema. Figure 3.6 shows a simple context-of-intent that may be generated
by a inputting a CSV file to a schema extractor. The extractor picks up on the header
and includes those fields in the generated CG. The result is a CG with no additional
semantics than the vocabulary of the header.
This auto-extracted graph is only useful in the sense that it provides a starting
place for additional concepts and relations to be added. Whenever a concept is
manually added to the context-of-intent that has the same referent as a Record or
Value concept, a knowledge space service that imports a dataspace can populate those
concepts with data-specific referents. Figure 3.7 shows the context-of-intent after a
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Intent: bldgs.csv
Value: Code

Code

Record

Name

Value: Name

Address

Value: Address

Figure 3.6: A simple auto-extracted context-of-intent from a CSV database

data engineer adds additional semantics. The graph declares that, in this context,
the concept Record is the same as the Concept building. It also declares that the
Code relation is unique per record and the associated Value can be thought of as a
primary key. This idea is described in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.4

Bridging contexts-of-intent with a context-of-use

Contexts-of-use can provide alternative ontologies that contradict those of
contexts-of-intent. They can also bridge contexts-of-intent together by declaring relations between them. This bridging is done here using the cross reference technique
from Section 3.2.
Sabados describes a few sample relations that might be added to a knowledge space vocabulary for this purpose, such as the ”matches” relation [1]. In the
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Intent: bldgs.csv
Value: Code

Building: Code

Code

Value: Name

matches

Record: Code

Name

Address

Value: Address

Figure 3.7: Figure 3.6 that has been enhanced with additional semantics

Intent: bldgs.csv
Value: OKT

Building: OKT

matches

Code

Value: Olin King Technology Hall

Record: OKT

Name

Address

Value: 5000 Technology Dr NW, Huntsville, AL 35805

Figure 3.8: A record instance graph imported with Figure 3.7
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model described here, ”matches” is used to assert that two concepts are to be used
interchangeably by the defining context. Adding a simple ”matches” relation to the
support enables more robust graph queries to be made over an imported dataspace.
A single query can now involve multiple data sources. This application is described
in more detail in Chapter 4. An example of an advanced query made possible by
”matches” is shown in Chapter 5. For now, it is enough to know that when contextsof-intent are bridged by a relation in a context-of-use, that any data sources imported
by those context-of-intents can be bridged with those same relations.

3.5

Adding criteria to a context-of-use

Often raw data in a dataspace is more ”wild” than the owners of a particular context-of-use wish to allow. For example, a context-of-intent may declare that
records represent courses and courses have start times. Those times may not adhere
to a consistent format, may contain empty or null values, or may have other strings
for values such as ”TBA” or ”NA”. In some situations, a context-of-use may even
need to pose CSPs that describe what must be present in the dataspace in order for
the dataspace information to be considered consistent with this particular contextof-use’s interpretation. For example, a university scheduling office may decide that
to be considered a ”Student”, that person must be enrolled in at least one course.
If working with complex CSPs is a requirement of the knowledge space implementation, a special type of context, referred to here as ”Constraint”, could be added
to the support and cross referenced by the context-of-use. If these contexts were to
contain the CSP representation described in [32] or [33], a knowledge space service
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could ensure that concepts are only visible from the context-of-use queries if they are
part of a subgraph over which a solution to the CSP exists. Another knowledge space
service could search for and return constraint violations in the imported dataspace.
If the knowledge space simply requires the ability to filter out referents that
are troublesome to a given context-of-use, a simpler model can be used that does
not have the overhead of solving the semantically loaded CSPs. The ”criteria” relation type is added to the knowledge space support in this model to provide such
functionality. The ”Regex” concept type is also added. The Regex’s referent can
be used to exclude concepts with referents that do not match. The corresponding
knowledge space service for this approach is described in Chapter 4, and is included in
the implementation discussed in Chapter 5. This approach is limited since it focuses
on the format of the referent, ignoring the semantics altogether. Unlike the CSP approach which seeks a resolution to semantic heterogeneity, this approach is directed
at structural heterogeneity issues. The following example demonstrates a situation
where this would be a useful feature none-the-less.
In this example, the universities scheduling office does not want to consider
courses with non-compliant times. Courses that don’t meet at a specific time, such as
online courses and master’s thesis credits, do not meet the definition of Course for this
scheduling office. Figure 3.9 shows a fragment of the scheduling office context-of-use
that states this criteria.
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INTENT: Course List

in

TimeOfDay

criteria

Regex: \\\\b((1[0−2]|0?[1−9]):([0−5][0−9])([AaPp][Mm]))

Figure 3.9: Fragment of a context-of-use that only accepts HH:MM course times

3.6

Discussion

Using the property-graph-based KS model proposed here has a few implications worth mentioning. One is that, even though the knowledge space contains one
level of nesting with co-referent links included, the graphs presented from a particular context-of-use or context-of-intent are reduced to basic conceptual graphs (BGs).
The optimization of BG and SG graph matching algorithms has been studied extensively in the literature [21, 43, 44]. It may be beneficial to consider such techniques if
the query planner of a chosen DBMS is not meeting the needs of a knowledge space
community.
Another point to make is that this approach does not specify a mechanism for
storing the authoritative knowledge space support lattices that would be maintained
by the user-base. If a user adds a ”Student” concept to a context using a KS service,
the service would be responsible for providing a support plug-in feature it would
use to attach parent concept type labels to the node such as ”Person”. Because
how that support is implemented need not depend on this model, and because a flat
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vocabulary meets the needs of the implementation discussed in Chapter 5, this is
considered outside the scope of this project.

3.7

Summary

This chapter first provided two techniques for modeling a singly nested conceptual graph as a property graph. One which allows for n-ary relations and another
which is constrained to binary-only relations which implementors may find more convenient if it meets their requirements. The idea of a context cross reference was
introduced in both the conceptual graph and property graph form followed by a discussion on how this applies to contexts-of-intent and contexts-of-use. This chapter
provided the structural viewpoint of a knowledge space solution. The next chapter
will examine the behavioral viewpoint as it describes the general services this new
structure can support.
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CHAPTER 4

SERVICES: PUTTING THE KNOWLEDGE SPACE TO WORK WITH
CYPHER

By describing the structure of a knowledge space using the notions of a property graph store and including a minimal support vocabulary that can be used to
drive behavior, Chapter 3 has set the stage for a discussion on how a system can use
the features of a graph DBMS to implement fundamental knowledge space services.
This chapter will focus on the essential knowledge space services that can be provided
by a system backed by a DBMS with the pattern-matching capabilities of Cypher.
Each service example provided by Sabados [1] only applies to a very specific
set of schemas and contexts-of-intent. In that approach, any time a new data source
is added, entirely new services must be developed to serve the data to users from the
perspective of a given context. The services developed in this chapter are a major
improvement because they provide a mechanism for bridging the gap between the
catalog layer (context-of-intent) and the data store layer using a single ETL activity.
This activity uses the context-of-intent graph as the structure that records in the
data store will have when exposed as CGs. The only work a data engineer must do
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to allow for multi-contextual CG pattern matching to occur, is to describe the data
source in terms of records and values.
Each service is essentially a translator between a user speaking conceptual
graphs, a knowledge representation language, and the knowledge space back-end
speaking Cypher, a language designed to store and retrieve property graphs via the
mechanism of pattern matching [45]. Translating conceptual graph queries to queries
on the dataspace itself is made possible by using Neo4j’s Cypher implementation,
which provides the ability to import any data source that can be described as a set
of records into a desired property graph structure.

4.1

CRUD: Managing the knowledge space contexts

Before more interesting services can be utilized, the ability to create, read,
update, and delete (CRUD) conceptual graph contexts must be provided a service.
This is a rather simple process but is provided here for completeness since future
services will be relying on these graphs and it is important to understand where the
graphs came from.
Once a CG is developed by a data engineer for inclusion into the knowledge
space, it must first be converted to the model described in Chapter 3. At this point,
a basic cypher MERGE clause can be applied to each node where each node is bound
to a unique Cypher variable. Contextual information is attached to each node using
properties. For each relationship, a MERGE pattern is formed with that relationship by using the previously bound concept variables to prevent further nodes from
being created if the relationship does not yet exist. As with the nodes, contextual
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MERGE (x1:‘Record‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source 1’})
MERGE (x2:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source 1’})
MERGE (x3:‘Value‘ {referent: ’crn’, contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’
Data Source 1’})
MERGE (x4:‘Record‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source 2’})
MERGE (x5:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source 2’})
MERGE (x6:‘Value‘ {referent: ’title’, contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’
Data Source 2’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’USE’, contextName: ’Scheduling Office
’}]->(x5)
MERGE (x1)-[:‘crn‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source 1’}]->(
x3)
MERGE (x4)-[:‘title‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source
2’}]->(x6)
MERGE (x2)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source
1’}]->(x1)
MERGE (x5)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’INTENT’, contextName: ’Data Source
2’}]->(x4)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Figure 4.1: Cypher to upload Figure 3.4

MATCH (a)-[r]-()
WHERE r.contextType = ’INTENT’ OR r.contextType = ’USE’
RETURN collect(a) as nodes, collect(r) as relationships

1
2
3

Figure 4.2: Cypher to request all contexts-of-intent and contexts-of-use

information is attached to each relationship using relationship properties. This allows
the data engineer to draw a subgraph of the knowledge space and merge it into the
existing knowledge space. Figure 4.1 shows the Cypher for uploading Figure 3.4.
Reading any number of contexts from the knowledge space metadata layers
simply involves a MATCH on all relationships and a WHERE clause to filter by
context type and/or context name and returning all the property graph nodes and
relationships for conversion back into a CG. This is demonstrated by Figure 4.2.
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4.2

Applying a context-of-intent to import a dataspace as a CG

Chapter 3 introduced the concepts ”Record” and ”Value” to the knowledge
space support. This ”Apply Intent” service will utilize these concepts in order to make
data sources available for CG queries. The referent for a ”Value” concept is expected
to be a field name or column number on a record. The referent for a ”Record” concept
may be left blank, or may share the referent of a ”Value” concept if the data engineer
interprets it as a primary key.
Any data source that can be at least partially expressed in terms of records
and values can be easily converted to CSV by a DSSP toolset or a knowledgeable
data engineer. The data engineer will provide the name of a context-of-intent to this
service. Next, this service uses a LOAD1 clause to instantiate a context-of-intent
meta-graph as in line 7 of Figure 4.3. LOAD is used to run cypher expressions
for each record. The service builds the LOAD operation using the context-of-intent
meta-graph as a MERGE pattern, but with the referents replaced by the record fields
which are made available by LOAD as variables. In Figure 4.3, lines 8 through 11
show the LOAD variables and lines 12 through 22 show the MERGE pattern. Another
change from the meta-graph is that the context is set to the type ”STORE” instead
of ”INTENT”. If a referent is blank in the meta-graph, then a UUID would be used
as the referent as is the case for the for the student enrollment data in Section B.1.
The data engineer will usually need to delete the corresponding ”STORE” context before applying this context-of-intent to an updated version of the data source.
1

Note that LOAD is not specified in the openCypher language specification as of version 9 but
it is part of the Neo4j implementation as of version 3. [46]
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One exception to this rule is when the only update to the data source is new records
(rows) or values types (columns). In this case, new records would be safely merged if
a primary key was declared in the meta-graph. If a service does not care to support
this use-case, then CREATE should be used instead of MERGE for a more efficient
import.
An example of this is provided by Figure 4.3. The ”Apply Intent” service
generates the appropriate Cypher by reading in the context-of-intent and using that
property graph structure to form the MERGE.

4.3

Applying a context-of-use to an imported dataspace

This section describes an ”Apply Use” service which is responsible for providing the functionality required by the knowledge space’s context-of-use vocabulary.
In Chapter 3, the ”matches” and ”criteria” relations and the ”Regex” concepts of
this vocabulary were discussed. This service takes the name of a context-of-use from
the user and then applies the information contained in the context-of-use onto the
imported graphs built from the ”Apply Intent” service.
For each concept in the context-of-use with a user-provided label that is attached to a ”criteria” relation (but not the Regex concept), this service will patternmatch all concept nodes in the ”STORE” context of that concept type and flag them
as being invalid if the referent does not conform to all attached Regex concepts. Figure 4.4 shows the cypher that accomplishes this for the context-of-use in Appendix
A.
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CREATE INDEX ON :Building(referent);
CREATE INDEX ON :Value(referent);
CREATE INDEX ON :Record(referent);
LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM ’file:///bldgs.csv’ as line
WITH line,
COALESCE(line.‘Address‘, ’’) AS ‘Address‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Code‘, ’’) AS ‘Code‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Name‘, ’’) AS ‘Name‘
MERGE (x4:‘Record‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x3:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Address‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘Address‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’bldgs.csv’}]->(
x3)
MERGE (x1:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’bldgs.csv’}]->(
x1)
MERGE (x1:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’bldgs.csv’}]->(
x1)
MERGE (x5:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘Code‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’bldgs.csv’}]->(x5)
MERGE (x2:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Name‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
bldgs.csv’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘Name‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’bldgs.csv’}]->(x2)
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Figure 4.3: Cypher for applying Figure 3.7 to a data source for import

MATCH (x3:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x3.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x3.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
MATCH (x7:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x7.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x7.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
MATCH (x14:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x14.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x14.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
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Figure 4.4: Criteria from the context-of-use being applied to the store using Cypher
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MATCH (x13:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’}),
(x2:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
WHERE x13.referent = x2.referent
MERGE (x13)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x2)

1
2
3

Figure 4.5: A relation from the context-of-use being applied to the store using
Cypher

Next, all of the ”matches” relations in the context-of-use are considered and the
attached concepts are pattern-matched in the ”STORE” context. A new ”matches”
relationship is then merged between those two concepts as in Figure 4.5 line 3. This
merged relationship will have its ”ContextName” property set to the given contextof-use. This means that when a context-of-use declares the concepts in two different
contexts-of-intent to be a match with a ”matches” context cross reference, query
services can now infer facts implied by statements being made about the concept in
one ”STORE” also applying to the concept in the other ”STORE”.
Sabados [1] argues that a relation like ”matches” is more significant than a
database JOIN. A database JOIN combines columns from multiple tables (mathematical relations), using values that they have in common, and creating a new set.
The semantics that describe why the JOIN was done in the first place are not made
explicit in this process.
The ”Apply Use” service described in this chapter is a realization of the hypothetical inference-based service mentioned by Sabados which uses ”matches” on a very
specific knowledge space state involving two ”Student” tables. Sabados claims that
”a knowledge space service can glean additional attribute information about that stu-
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Figure 4.6: Simple knowledge space query CG

dent concept that does not exist completely in either of the original contributing data
source” [1] but does not discuss how the service can expose this enhanced conceptual
graph to a user base as this chapter does.

4.4

Using CGs to query the dataspace graph from a context-of-use

In order for a Cypher-based query service to accept CGs as query input patterns, the CG must be converted to the property graph model and the behavioral
implications of the support described in Chapter 3 must be considered as the request
is translated into the language of Cypher. Figure 4.6 is a small query that could
be applied to the knowledge space in Appendix A and Figure 4.7 is Cypher that
should be generated for such a query. This section explains the generic approach for
translating a query CG into a set of Cypher statements.
Each relation atom is added to the pattern using the MATCH clause and the
pattern continues to grow by concatenating new variable bindings with the current
pattern using a WITH clause. Each MATCH clause uses variable relationship ex-
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MATCH (x1:‘Course‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x3:‘Title‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x2
:‘Value‘ {referent: ’PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY’})
WITH DISTINCT x1, x2, x3
MATCH (x4:‘Student‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x5:‘enroll‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(
x1)
WITH DISTINCT x1, x2, x3, x4, x5
WHERE
(x1.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x1.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x1.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x1.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x2.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x2.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x2.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x2.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x3.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x3.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x4.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x4.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x4.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x4.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x5.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x5.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’)
WITH DISTINCT x4.referent AS x4_referent,x1.referent AS x1_referent,x2.
referent AS x2_referent
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RETURN * LIMIT 2000

Figure 4.7: Simple knowledge space query CG in Cypher

pansion to ensure that concepts joined by the ”matches” relation are inferred to be
the same. Once all relation atoms are captured, the concepts in the pattern are
piped to a WHERE clause that filters out anything not relevant or valid for the given
context-of-use.
The result of this query is a set of records for each solution to the subgraph
matching problem. The service will use the original query as a stencil for each record.
For each record, a new conceptual graph is returned with the concept node referents
populated with the referent values corresponding to that record. If information about
which store the concept was ultimately pulled from is desired, then all of the node
and relationship bindings should be returned instead of just the referents, so that
context names are not lost and the returned graph can be broken down into context
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cross references as described in Chapter 3. Conceptual graphs that are built with the
same structure as the query are more convenient to read, but the contextual approach
is helpful if the user needs to understand where each concept originally came from.
Both of these approaches are provided by the implementation in Chapter 5.

4.4.1

Adding stored procedures and operators with actors
Cypher provides numerous operators and procedures that can be performed

on nodes, relations, and properties. Neo4j even gives plugins the ability to provide
additional procedures. This CG query service exposes such functionality with the use
of actors.
A few restrictions are imposed on how actors can be used in this approach.
First, cycles are not supported. The subgraph containing all of the actors in a query
must be a directed acyclic graph. Second, the actor’s output concepts must be used
only as inputs to other actors or be a terminal boolean concept.
These actors can be thought of as lambda expressions since they are an abstraction for any function provided by the DBMS and are not bound to any particular
identifier by the designer of the query. When the service is provided a graph with
these actors, it will topologically sort the actor nodes at the end of the cypher query
and convert each one to a WITH clause bound to an auto-generated variable. This
topological ordering means that if an output edge of actor x is an input to actor
y, then x is stated before y at the end of the cypher query. This is to ensure that
variables are declared before being used. If the actor name is a built-in operator,
the WITH expression uses the appropriate operator; otherwise it is assumed to be
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Figure 4.8: Knowledge space query CG with actors

a function and previously bound variables are used as input. The terminal boolean
concepts in the graph query can be provided a true or false referent. When the actor
fires and outputs the negative referent of the terminal boolean concept, then that
graph is filtered out from the results. Lines 9 and 10 of Figure 4.9 demonstrate this
process for the CG query in Figure 4.8.

4.5

Summary

With the services discussed in this chapter, a data engineer is capable of adding
new data sources from the wild, incrementally updating the contextual information in
the knowledge space, and applying the knowledge space metadata to a data source in
order to reformulate it as a conceptual graph loaded with semantic information. Each
of the services described here can be implemented entirely by translating conceptual
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MATCH (x5:‘Trip‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x6:‘duration‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(
x1:‘Seconds‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x1, x5, x6
WHERE
(x1.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x1.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x1.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x1.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x5.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x5.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x5.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x5.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x6.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x6.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’)
WITH DISTINCT x1.referent AS x1_referent,x5.referent AS x5_referent
WITH *, toInteger(x1_referent) / toInteger(60) AS x3
WITH *, toInteger(x3) < toInteger(5) AS x8
WHERE x8
RETURN * LIMIT 1
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Figure 4.9: Cypher for Figure 4.8 query

graphs to the declarative language of Cypher. In the case of Neo4j, additional services
as well as optimizations of these services could be provided by writing java plug-ins
that have full access to the Neo4j graph API. Besides portability to any future DBMS
built around openCypher, another advantage of the approach taken here is that the
Cypher produced by the services can be saved off, modified, and resent to the DBMS
to use Cypher features unreachable by the current set of services. For example, the
EXPLAIN or PROFILE clause could be added to retrieve information about the
query plan to better understand why some graph queries perform better than others.
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CHAPTER 5

INTRODUCING CHARGERKS: A CYPHER-BASED
IMPLEMENTATION

CharGerKS [47] is an implementation of the ideas presented in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4. It is named after the conceptual graph editor CharGer [48]. CharGer
is the tool used to edit and render the graphs processed by CharGerKS as show in
Figure 5.1. This chapter presents CharGerKS by applying it to a heterogeneous set of
data involving the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). It covers the process
of describing a dataspace with knowledge space contexts, tightening the integration
of the various data sources by applying the contexts, and ultimately building a query
that takes advantage of this integration effort which provides information regarding
students who do not have time to walk to their next class in a given semester.

5.1

Dataspace under consideration

The dataspace that will be used throughout this chapter consists of four data
sources. The first is the course listing archived on the web for public use. It is a set of
formatted text tables, each representing the courses offered for a specific department,
indexed via HTML hyperlinks. The second is a file containing comma separated
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Figure 5.1: Editing a knowledge space with CharGer

course numbers (CRN) with each line representing the Spring 2016 schedule of a
unique (but unidentified) student. The third is the Google Distance Matrix API, an
HTTP Web API that provides travel times between source and destination locations.
The fourth is a small CSV file containing the UAH campus building names, addresses,
and abbreviations used for event scheduling.

5.2

Metadata extraction

Although data engineers are free to add any concepts and relations to a
context-of-intent that they need to describe the dataspace, the ontology graph needs
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PS C:\chargerks> java -jar .\chargerks-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar help
usage: java -jar chargerks [options] [extract-metadata | merge-metadata |
delete-context | apply-intent | apply-use | ask-metadata | askdata]
-a,--apikey <api key>
api key for input
operations that need it,
such as google
distance-matrix
-c,--contextName <context name>
name of the context of
use/intent of the
query/command
-f,--format <data format>
input database format:
csv, csv-header,
ascii-bordered-table,
uah-distance-matrix,
uah-classes
-i,--input <input>
input cgx graph file or
database uri
-l,--limit <limit>
limits the number of
results returned from the
knowledge space
-m,--maintainContexts
if present, matching
concepts and relations
will be shown in their
original contexts instead
of a single graph
resembling the query.
-o,--output <file>
output cgx graph
--password <password>

neo4j password

-t,--contextType <context type>

type of context: use,
intent
-T,--maxTraversal <max var length traversal> set the maximum number of
nodes traversed in
variable length relations
(such as match). Lower
numbers create cheaper
execution plans, but it
limits the number of
matching concepts that
will be traversed in a
pattern matching query.
--uri <uri>
bolt uri to the neo4j
instance
--user <user>
neo4j user name

Figure 5.2: CharGerKS command line interface
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Table 5.1: UAH dataspace

Context-of-Intent

Data Source

Format

UahScheduleSpring2016

Spring 2016 Course Listing

HTTP/HTML/Formatted Tables

UahEnrollmentSpring2016

Spring 2016 Enrollment Data

CSV (No Header)

UahDistanceMatrix

Google Distance Matrix API

HTTP/JSON

UahBuildings

UAH Building Addresses

CSV (With Header)

to at least contain a subgraph using the vocabulary of the original data source schema
if they wish to take advantage of the various services CharGerKS provides. One limitation of CharGerKS is that its services need the data source to be described in terms
of a record somewhere in the graph in order to enable CG querying on the dataspace
itself. This was discussed in Section 4.2.
Since knowledge spaces are built on top of a DSSP [1], and DSSPs are expected
to provide the mechanisms used to incrementally improve data source integration over
the dataspace [49], it follows that CharGerKS should provide built-in metadata extractors to generate these initial contexts-of-intent, as well as a framework for adding
additional extractors. Table 5.2 lists the built-in metadata extractors supported by
the ”extract-metadata” command, and Figure 5.3 shows this command being used
to generate the initial graphs for the example dataspace in Section 5.1 which are
captured by Figure 5.4.
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Table 5.2: Built-in metadata extraction and data import formats

Name

Description

csv

Generic CSV files without header

csv-header

Generic CSV files with header

ascii-bordered-table

Generic ASCII text file with a header border symbol

uah-classes

Extension of ascii-bordered-table using web requests to www.uah.edu

uah-distance-matrix

Google distance matrix API for walk time between all UAH buildings

REM Extract an initial context-of-intent cgx graph file for the UAH building
data
REM Using a generic csv extractor
java -jar .\chargerks-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar -i bldgs.csv -o bldgs.cgx --format
csv-header --contextName bldgs extract-metadata
REM Extract an initial context-of-intent cgx graph file for the UAH Spring
2016 course list
REM Using the custom web extracter which adds HTTP requests to the generic
formatted text table extractor
java -jar .\chargerks-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar -i https://www.uah.edu/cgi-bin/
schedule.pl?file=sprg2016.html&segment=NDX&dir=archived -o
uahClassMetadata.cgx --format uah-classes --contextName
scheduleSpring2016 extract-metadata
REM Extract an initial context-of-intent cgx graph file
REM using the custom distance matrix extractor
java -jar .\chargerks-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar -o distanceMatrix.cgx --format
distance-matrix --contextName distanceMatrix extract-metadata
REM Extract an initial context-of-intent cgx graph file for the UAH Spring
2016 enrollment data
REM Using a generic csv extractor
java -jar .\chargerks-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar -i enrollmentSpring2016.csv -o
uahEnrollmentMetadata.cgx --format csv --contextName
uahEnrollmentSpring2016 extract-metadata

Figure 5.3: Extract metadata command for each data source
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INTENT: UahScheduleSpring2016Intent

Value: Room

INTENT: UahBuildingsIntent
Value: Wait List

Value: Title

Value: Name
Value: Course

Wait List

Value: Sec Type
Room

Title

Course

Sec Type
CRN

Value: Code

Record

Code

Value: End

End

Value: CRN

Name

Value: Start

Start
Record

Value: Days

Max Enrl
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Enrl

Bldg
Value: Bldg

Credit Instructor

Value: Credit
Value: Instructor

Address
Value: Max Enrl

Avail
Value: Enrl

Value: Address
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Figure 5.4: Initial context-of-intents created with extract-metadata command

5.3

Adding contextual knowledge

The ”extract-metadata” command only provides the canvas for which knowledge about the intended semantics of each data source can be added. The next step
is to add more concepts and relations. This process need not be done all at once. In
the pay-as-you-go spirit of dataspaces this can be done incrementally with new CGs
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Record: row

matches

Course: CRN

Figure 5.5: Extending the auto-generated context-of-intent

containing additional semantics to be merged into the knowledge space using the
”merge-metadata” command. For example, to build the ”UniScheduleSpring2016”
context-of-intent in Appendix A, the user might first upload the graph in Figure 5.5
which states that each record is a course referred to by a CRN. It is also states that
the Record can be referred to by row. CharGerKS will serialize the row as JSON and
use that as a referent to the Record when it encounters row referents in the context-ofintent. This graph would be merged into the graph generated by ”extract-metadata”.
Then, at a later date, the user might upload the graph in Figure 5.6. It states that
courses meet on a day of the week, start and end at a time of the day, and take place
in a building. Again, this graph is merged into the existing context-of-intent, which
means the ”Course:CRN” concept will not be duplicated. For this experiment, the
same process was applied to each data source. Each context-of-intent graph is listed
in Appendix A and the Cypher used by CharGerKS to merge the graphs is listed in
Appendix B.

5.3.1

The scheduling office context-of-use
For this knowledge space experiment, a hypothetical context-of-use was de-

vised that interprets the dataspace as historical information which can be used to
aid in the scheduling of future semesters. This context of use is captured by the CG
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Building: Bldg

Place

TimeOfDay: Start

Course: CRN

Start

DaysOfWeek: Days

Meet

End

TimeOfDay: End

Figure 5.6: Adding more semantics involving the Course concept

”USE: UniSchedulingOffice” in Appendix A. Using the support discussed in Chapter 3 the graph states that the Course and Building concepts as declared in each
context-of-intent are compatible with this context-of-use. It also adds a constraint to
the ”TimeOfDay” concept in the course schedule that declares that only ”HH:MM
AM/PM” referents are compatible with its interpretation of TimeOfDay. In other
words, values such as ”TBA”, ”TBD”, and ”NA” would not be considered a TimeOfDay for ”USE: UniSchedulingOffice”. This is a minor disagreement with ”Intent:
UniScheduleSpring2016” which, as discussed in the next section, has no problem importing concepts such as ”TimeOfDay:TBA” when applied to a data source. This
context-of-use graph is listed in Appendix A and the Cypher used by CharGerKS to
merge the graph is listed in Appendix B.
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This example context-of-use happens to be in agreement with the ontology of
each context-of-intent. It is not expected that this will always be the case. For example, if the dataspace contained cafeteria offerings involving the main ”Courses” available to students on a given day, the ”UniSchedulingOffice” would certainly not want
to include that information when making inquiries involving ”Courses”. In that case,
a ”matches” relation would not be added between the Course in the cafeteria contextof-intent and the other contexts-of-intent mentioned. It is also expected that other
contexts-of-use might be introduced that are incompatible with the ”UniSchedulingOffice”. A university athletics department may be interested in student athletes’
class schedules, but may have a very different interpretation of what it means to take
a ”Trip”, such as for an ”away game”.

5.4

Applying the contexts to the dataspace

The ”apply-intent” command in CharGerKS is an implementation of the service described in Chapter 4. It takes the context name and the path to a data source as
input, converts each record to a graph of the same structure as the context-of-intent,
and loads it into Neo4j alongside the knowledge space with the context type set to
”STORE” but with the same context name as the applied intent. If the data source
for the ”UniDistanceMatrix” context-of-intent contained only the two records, then
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the graph loaded when running apply-intent on it. Appendix
B lists the Cypher statements generated by CharGerKS when running apply-intent
over all four contexts-of-intent in this example knowledge space.
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origin

destination

duration

WIL

BAB

71

NCH

BAB

602

Aapply-intent

Figure 5.7: Running apply-intent command with the UahDistanceMatrix context

Running the ”apply-use” command in CharGerKS with the ”UniSchedulingOffice” context modifies the current ”STORE” context in two ways. It flags ”TimeOfDay” concepts that do not meet the criteria with the property ”invalid for UniSchedulingOffice” set to true. Next, it bridges the ”Course” and ”Building” concepts in the
”STORE” with the special relationship of type ”matches”. This ”matches” relationship is of type ”STORE” and the context name is ”UniSchedulingOffice”. The effect
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is that graph patterns which include relationships with context name ”UniSchedulingOffice” are no longer matching against a set of disconnected graphs for each store.
Now since ”matches” are automatically traversed by queries in a context-of-use, the
extended graph pattern of Figure 5.8 is available in the ”STORE”. Figure 5.9 shows
this pattern while maintaining the original context. This is the result of running a
query with the maintainContext command argument in CharGerKS.

5.5

Building a CG query

Examples of questions that a member of the ”UniSchedulingOffice” context-ofuse might ask are: How many students do not have enough time to walk to their next
course in a previous semester? What are the buildings involved in these trips? How
much time did students need in those situations? Student, course, building, trip—
data involving such concepts is needed to answer these questions, and according to
the knowledge space that has been established, these concepts are available in the
provided data sources.
Figure 5.10 is one conceptual graph that was used in this experiment to answer
those questions. It can be translated into natural english as ”a student enrolled
in two courses that meet on MW where the estimated trip duration between each
course’s building is greater than the time between the courses and the time between
the courses is greater than zero.” It is passed as input to the CharGerKS ”askdata” command. The ”ask-data” command returns each subgraph that matches
the input graph as a separate CharGer graph file in the output directory. In this
case, each graph represents a student with two Monday/Wednesday courses that are
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Value: 71
Value: WIL
duration

origin

Record: {"destination":"BAB","duration":"71","origin":"WIL"}

matches

Trip: {"destination":"BAB","duration":"71","origin":"WIL"}

destination

Building: BAB

Seconds: 71

Place

Course: 11994

origin

duration

Building: WIL

Name

Value: Wilson Hall

Place

Course: 11029

Name
Title
Title

Value: PRINC OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
Value: DRAWING:FOUNDATIONS

Value: Business Administration Building

Figure 5.8: Consequence of apply-use command on record from Figure 5.7
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STORE: UniScheduleSpring2016

STORE: UniBuildings

Value: DRAWING:FOUNDATIONS

Building: BAB

Title

Course: 11029

Name

Value: Business Administration Building

Place
Name

Value: Wilson Hall

Building: WIL

Building: WIL

in
STORE: UniDistanceMatrix
STORE: UniBuildings

STORE: UniBuildings

Place
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Seconds: 71

in

in

Building: BAB
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origin
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destination

duration

Trip: {"destination":"BAB","duration":"71","origin":"WIL"}

matches
Course: 11994
Record: {"destination":"BAB","duration":"71","origin":"WIL"}
Title
destination

Value: PRINC OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

Value: BAB

origin

Value: WIL

duration

Value: 71

Figure 5.9: Viewing Figure 5.8 with the maintain context command argument
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scheduled too close together for the student to walk between them. This query also
demonstrates the ability to call a function for an installed Neo4j plugin with an
actor. The ”apoc.date.parse” function was used to convert TimeOfDay to Seconds.
Appendix B lists the Cypher generated by CharGerKS for this graph. When run by
this author, 206 results were returned. CharGerKS reported that the first result was
available in 127ms and the final result was consumed after another 1746115 ms.
The query approach in Figure 5.10 does pose a problem if one is trying to
collect every last student that cannot make the trip in between classes. Running
this for every possible ”DaysOfWeek” combination is not enough. For example, a
student may have a Monday only class and be unable to walk to their next Monday/Wednesday class. In order to capture this, the two Meet relations were modified
as in Figure 5.11. This uses the regex operator in Cypher ”= ” to match DaysOfWeek
containing an ”M” for monday. The big disadvantage to this approach is that it does
not specify any indexed properties (such as node.referent = ”MW”) which means that
Cypher is going to have a less optimized query plan. When CharGerKS was set to
limit the number of results to 1, it took the author over 2 hours to get the one record
in Figure 5.12.

5.6

Summary

This chapter describes the various services provided by CharGerKS and demonstrates how they can be used over a simple, but real world dataspace containing information about the University of Alabama in Huntsville. The ”extract-metadata” service is to used generate initial contexts-of-intent from a data source of a known type.
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Place

Course

Course

Meet

Meet

DaysOfWeek: MW

Figure 5.10: Query regarding students not having time to walk to a future class
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Student

enroll

enroll

Course

Course

Meet

Meet

DaysOfWeek

DaysOfWeek

1

1
regex

2

Literal: ’^.*[M].*$’

regex

2

Literal: ’^.*[M].*$’

Bool: True

Bool: True

Figure 5.11: Adding the regex operator to Figure 5.10

The ”merge-metadata” service is used merge contexts-of-intent and/or contexts-ofuse into an existing knowledge space. The ”apply-intent” service transforms a snapshot of a data source into a CG of the same structure as the given context-of-intent.
The ”apply-use” service adds additional contextual semantics to the graphs built by
”apply-intent”, possibly adding new relations that bind concepts across contexts-ofintent. Finally, the ”ask-data” service allows the user to submit a conceptual graph
along with a context-of-use name in order to for it to be pattern matched across the
entire set of imported CGs. The relations and constraints applied by that context-ofuse impact the resulting graphs returned by this operation. While CharGerKS, the
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Trip: {"destination":"MOR","duration":"790","origin":"SST"}

origin

duration

destination

Building: SST
Building: MOR

Value: 790
TimeOfDay: 02:20PM

TimeOfDay: 02:30PM

Start

End
Student: ccf4a651−343d−44ff−882b−e00b4cf1308a

enroll

enroll

Place

Place
Course: 10505

Course: 10914

Meet

Meet

DaysOfWeek: M

DaysOfWeek: MW

Figure 5.12: Result sample for the final query

implementation presented here, is not a production-ready knowledge space system, it
is framework that can be used for further research.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This work designs and implements an approach to knowledge space construction that focuses on leveraging the conceptual graph aspects of the architecture. A
property graph model for representing the knowledge space CGs was proposed, and
the process of generating the Cypher that represents a knowledge space CG query
was outlined. Finally, an implementation of this approach was demonstrated and
made available for future research [47]. Although this implementation was built with
Java 8 Cypher generators and a Neo4j back-end, much of the implementation guidance in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 was intentionally made generic enough so that it
may be useful for implementors attempting a different approach. Unlike the original
implementation, this approach does not require new services to be manually added
for each new data store that is added to the system before users can ask questions
involving information captured by the data with conceptual graphs. Generic services
are put into place that allow for any data source that can be described in terms of
records and values to be automatically exposed as conceptual graphs available for
graph-based queries with an industry standard graph DBMS.
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This knowledge space implementation was applied to a dataspace for which
there was not much semantic ambiguity regarding the meaning of concepts across
the contexts. Now that an implementation has been put into place, the next step
should be further experimentation and evidence gathering to determine what types
of application domains and organizations would actually obtain enough value from
this multi-contextual approach to justify the cost of incorporating it. Finding such
situations would be motivation for further research. Examples include assessing the
human machine interface (HMI) qualities of CG-based knowledge spaces, addressing
the scalability concerns that arise when applying a knowledge space to an enormous
dataspaces in this age of ”big data”, as well as more theoretical treatments of knowledge spaces as it relates to formal structures such as description logics and FCA.
Although use of Neo4j and Cypher is widespread in industry, the denotational
semantics of Cypher have only recently been provided as academia is becoming more
and more interested in the technology [45]. As research furthers our understanding
of Cypher’s formal qualities and more query optimizations and implementation algorithms are proposed, the impact these findings have on knowledge spaces should
be considered. A more complex property-graph model that allows for less restrictive
CG fragments to be represented along with backing KS services should be devised.
This would allow for even further experimentation to be done with the propertygraph-based knowledge space. These extensions might include arbitrarily deep nested
contexts, conceptual graph rule based inference engines, negation support, and the
ability to plug-in a hierarchical vocabulary for the various contexts in the knowledge
spaces.
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It would also be interesting to see how useful the existing automated schema
matching approaches are for auto-generating contexts-of-use.

Could these auto-

generated contexts-of-use remove some of the initial costs of integration in some
domains? Should they serve as a foundation for a context-of-use that is fine-tuned
by the owners of that context, or should these contexts simply co-exist as a reference
for integration? Since this approach is multi-contextual, it may be possible to measure the semantic proximity [50] of contexts in the knowledge space. What types of
organizations would benefit from such work? It my hope that this work enables and
provokes further research seeking answers to all of these questions.
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APPENDIX A

FULL KNOWLEDGE SPACE CONCEPTUAL GRAPHS

INTENT: UniBuildings

Value: Name

Building:
Building:Code
Code

matches

Name

Record: row

Value: Address

Address

Code

Value:
Value:Code
Code

UniBuildings is the context-of-intent generated from a
CSV of university buiding addresses in Chapter 5. A
referent was then added to Record so that when the intent
is applied, each Record has a referent which is a serialized
JSON representation of the record.

Figure A.1: University buildings context-of-intent
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INTENT: UniDistanceMatrix

Value: destination

Value: duration

duration

destination
Value: origin

Record: row

origin

matches
origin

Building:
Building:origin
origin

Trip: row
destination
duration
Building:
Building:destination
destination
Seconds: duration

UniDistanceMatrix is the Chapter 5 context-of-intent regarding
walk durations between buildings applied to google distance
matrix data. The row referent will be the serialized JSON of a
record when applied. The other referents will be the
corresponding record value when applied.

Figure A.2: University walk durations context-of-intent
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INTENT: UniEnrollmentSpring2016
Value: Value1

Value: Value5

Value5

Value: Value2

Value1

Value: Value11

Value11

Value: Value7

Value2
Value7
Value10

Record

Value4

Value: Value4

Value9

Value6
Value3

Value8

Value: Value6

Value: Value10

Value: Value9

Value: Value3

Value: Value8
matches
Course: Value2

Course: Value1

Course: Value4

enroll

Course: Value5

enroll
enroll

enroll

enroll
Student

enroll

enroll
Course: Value9

Course: Value6

enroll

Course: Value7

Course: Value11

enroll

enroll

Course: Value10

enroll
Course: Value3
Course: Value8

UniEnrollmentSpring2016 is the context-of-intent referred to in Chapter 5 for a CSV file
containing a list of course numbers where each line contains the course numbers for a unique
student's spring 2016 enrollment. The top star graph is the result of an extract-metadata
command. The bottom star graph is the extra semantics that were added after generation.

Figure A.3: University spring 2016 enrollment context-of-intent
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INTENT: UniScheduleSpring2016
TimeOfDay: Start

Building:Bldg
Bldg
Building:

TimeOfDay:End
End
TimeOfDay:

Start

DaysOfWeek: Days

End

Meet
Place

Course:
Course: CRN
CRN
Value: Max Enrl

matches

Value: Start

Value: Days
Value: Title

Days

Start
Max Enrl

Title
Value:
Value: End
End

End

Value: Room

Record: row

Room

Value: Credit

Credit

Bldg
Value: Bldg

CRN

Sec Type

Value: Sec Type

Course

Instructor

Value: Instructor

Avail

Value:
Value:CRN
CRN

Enrl

Wait List
Value: Course Value: Wait List

Value: Enrl
Value: Avail

UniScheduleSpring2016 is the context-of-intent for the spring 2016 course data
scraped from the web as mentioned in Chapter 5. The bottom star graph below the
matches relation was auto-generated from the extract-metadata command. The graph
above the matches relation is the semantics that were added after generation.

Figure A.4: University spring 2016 course list context-of-intent
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USE: UniSchedulingOffice
in

Course

matches

Course

in

INTENT:UniEnrollmentSpring2016
UniEnrollmentSpring2016
INTENT:

INTENT:
INTENT:UniScheduleSpring2016
UniScheduleSpring2016

in

Building:
Building:Bldg
Bldg
matches

Building: origin
matches

matches

in
criteria

TimeOfDay
matches

Regex:
Regex:\\\\b((1[0
\\\\b((1[02]|0?[1
2]|0?[19]):([0
9]):([05][0
5][09])([AaPp][Mm]))
9])([AaPp][Mm]))
Building:
Building:destination
destination

matches

Building:
Building:Code
Code

in

INTENT: UniBuildings

in

INTENT:
INTENT:UniDistanceMatrix
UniDistanceMatrix

in

UniSchedulingOffice is the context-of-use discussed in Chapter 5. It declares that the Building and Course
concepts can be treated as the same across the dataspace. It also adds a simple constraint to the referent
of TimeOfDay concepts.

Figure A.5: Scheduling office context-of-use
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APPENDIX B

CYPHER STATEMENTS GENERATED BY CHARGERKS

B.1

Cypher: Apply contexts-of-intent

CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

:Value(referent);
:Trip(referent);
:Building(referent);
:Record(referent);
:Seconds(referent);

LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM ’file:///distanceMatrix.csv’ as line
WITH line,
COALESCE(line.‘duration‘, ’’) AS ‘duration‘,
COALESCE(line.‘destination‘, ’’) AS ‘destination‘,
COALESCE(line.‘row‘, ’’) AS ‘row‘,
COALESCE(line.‘origin‘, ’’) AS ‘origin‘
MERGE (x4:‘Trip‘ {referent: apoc.convert.toJson(line), contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x5:‘Seconds‘ {referent: ‘duration‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName
: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘duration‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’}]->(x5)
MERGE (x6:‘Record‘ {referent: apoc.convert.toJson(line), contextType: ’STORE
’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x6)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’}]->(x4)
MERGE (x7:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘duration‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x6)-[:‘duration‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’}]->(x7)
MERGE (x2:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘destination‘, contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘destination‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’}]->(x2)
MERGE (x3:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘origin‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x6)-[:‘origin‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix
’}]->(x3)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

MERGE (x1:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘origin‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x4)-[:‘origin‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix
’}]->(x1)
MERGE (x8:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘destination‘, contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
MERGE (x6)-[:‘destination‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniDistanceMatrix’}]->(x8)
CREATE INDEX ON :Value(referent);
CREATE INDEX ON :Record(referent);
CREATE INDEX ON :Building(referent);

LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM ’file:///bldgs.csv’ as line
WITH line,
COALESCE(line.‘Address‘, ’’) AS ‘Address‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Code‘, ’’) AS ‘Code‘,
COALESCE(line.‘row‘, ’’) AS ‘row‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Name‘, ’’) AS ‘Name‘
MERGE (x5:‘Record‘ {referent: apoc.convert.toJson(line), contextType: ’STORE
’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’})
MERGE (x4:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniBuildings’})
MERGE (x5)-[:‘Code‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’}]->(
x4)
MERGE (x2:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Address‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniBuildings’})
MERGE (x5)-[:‘Address‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings
’}]->(x2)
MERGE (x3:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘Code‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniBuildings’})
MERGE (x5)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings
’}]->(x3)
MERGE (x1:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Name‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniBuildings’})
MERGE (x5)-[:‘Name‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’}]->(
x1)
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

:Value(referent);
:Record(referent);
:TimeOfDay(referent);
:Building(referent);
:Course(referent);
:DaysOfWeek(referent);

LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM ’file:///scheduleSpring2016.csv’ as line
WITH line,
COALESCE(line.‘Title‘, ’’) AS ‘Title‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Instructor‘, ’’) AS ‘Instructor‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Wait List‘, ’’) AS ‘Wait List‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Course‘, ’’) AS ‘Course‘,
COALESCE(line.‘CRN‘, ’’) AS ‘CRN‘,
COALESCE(line.‘End‘, ’’) AS ‘End‘,
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25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

COALESCE(line.‘Enrl‘, ’’) AS ‘Enrl‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Room‘, ’’) AS ‘Room‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Days‘, ’’) AS ‘Days‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Start‘, ’’) AS ‘Start‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Bldg‘, ’’) AS ‘Bldg‘,
COALESCE(line.‘row‘, ’’) AS ‘row‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Max Enrl‘, ’’) AS ‘Max Enrl‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Sec Type‘, ’’) AS ‘Sec Type‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Avail‘, ’’) AS ‘Avail‘,
COALESCE(line.‘Credit‘, ’’) AS ‘Credit‘
MERGE (x18:‘Record‘ {referent: apoc.convert.toJson(line), contextType: ’
STORE’, contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x17:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘CRN‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘CRN‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x17)
MERGE (x15:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Course‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x15)
MERGE (x11:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘CRN‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x8:‘TimeOfDay‘ {referent: ‘End‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x11)-[:‘End‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x8)
MERGE (x21:‘Building‘ {referent: ‘Bldg‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x11)-[:‘Place‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x21)
MERGE (x20:‘TimeOfDay‘ {referent: ‘Start‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName
: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x11)-[:‘Start‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x20)
MERGE (x3:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Room‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Room‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x3)
MERGE (x6:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Instructor‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName
: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Instructor‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x6)
MERGE (x9:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Start‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Start‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x9)
MERGE (x19:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Credit‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Credit‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x19)
MERGE (x14:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Title‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Title‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x14)
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66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

MERGE (x16:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Enrl‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Enrl‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x16)
MERGE (x7:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Avail‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Avail‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x7)
MERGE (x1:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘End‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘End‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x1)
MERGE (x5:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Max Enrl‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Max Enrl‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x5)
MERGE (x18)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x11)
MERGE (x4:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Bldg‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Bldg‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x4)
MERGE (x2:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Days‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Days‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x2)
MERGE (x13:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Sec Type‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Sec Type‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x13)
MERGE (x12:‘DaysOfWeek‘ {referent: ‘Days‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName
: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x11)-[:‘Meet‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x12)
MERGE (x10:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Wait List‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName
: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
MERGE (x18)-[:‘Wait List‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}]->(x10)
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE
CREATE

INDEX
INDEX
INDEX
INDEX

ON
ON
ON
ON

:Course(referent);
:Value(referent);
:Record(referent);
:Student(referent);

LOAD CSV FROM ’file:///enrollmentSpring2016.csv’ as line
WITH line,
COALESCE(line[0], ’’) AS Value1,
COALESCE(line[1], ’’) AS Value2,
COALESCE(line[2], ’’) AS Value3,
COALESCE(line[3], ’’) AS Value4,
COALESCE(line[4], ’’) AS Value5,
COALESCE(line[5], ’’) AS Value6,
COALESCE(line[6], ’’) AS Value7,
COALESCE(line[7], ’’) AS Value8,
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98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132

COALESCE(line[8], ’’) AS Value9,
COALESCE(line[9], ’’) AS Value10,
COALESCE(line[10], ’’) AS Value11
MERGE (x2:‘Student‘ {referent: apoc.create.uuid(), contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x15:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value8‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x15)
MERGE (x11:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value1‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x11)
MERGE (x13:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value9‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x13)
MERGE (x14:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value4‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x14)
MERGE (x23:‘Record‘ {referent: apoc.create.uuid(), contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x24:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value10‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value10‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x24)
MERGE (x20:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value4‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value4‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x20)
MERGE (x12:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value5‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value5‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x12)
MERGE (x6:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value11‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value11‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x6)
MERGE (x16:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value7‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x16)
MERGE (x7:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value8‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value8‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x7)
MERGE (x17:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value6‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value6‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x17)
MERGE (x1:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value3‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
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133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value3‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x1)
MERGE (x22:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value9‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value9‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x22)
MERGE (x9:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value10‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x9)
MERGE (x19:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value2‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value2‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x19)
MERGE (x4:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value11‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x4)
MERGE (x5:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value7‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value7‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x5)
MERGE (x8:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value6‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x8)
MERGE (x10:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value5‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x10)
MERGE (x3:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value3‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x3)
MERGE (x21:‘Value‘ {referent: ‘Value1‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x23)-[:‘Value1‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x21)
MERGE (x18:‘Course‘ {referent: ‘Value2‘, contextType: ’STORE’, contextName:
’UniEnrollmentSpring2016’})
MERGE (x2)-[:‘enroll‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x18)
MERGE (x23)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}]->(x2)
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Cypher: Apply scheduling office context-of-use

MATCH (a)-[r {contextType: ’USE’, contextName: ’UniSchedulingOffice’}]-()
RETURN collect(a) as nodes, collect(r) as relationships
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MATCH (x13:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’}),
(x2:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
WHERE x13.referent = x2.referent
MERGE (x13)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x2)
MATCH (x9:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x10:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x9.referent = x10.referent
MERGE (x9)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x10)
MATCH (x9:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x12:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x9.referent = x12.referent
MERGE (x9)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x12)
MATCH (x6:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x10:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x6.referent = x10.referent
MERGE (x6)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x10)
MATCH (x15:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}), (x1:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
WHERE x15.referent = x1.referent
MERGE (x15)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x1)
MATCH (x6:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x12:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x6.referent = x12.referent
MERGE (x6)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x12)
MATCH (x8:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x10:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x8.referent = x10.referent
MERGE (x8)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x10)
MATCH (x8:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x12:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x8.referent = x12.referent
MERGE (x8)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x12)
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MATCH (x5:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x10:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x5.referent = x10.referent
MERGE (x5)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x10)
MATCH (x13:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniBuildings’}),
(x1:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
WHERE x13.referent = x1.referent
MERGE (x13)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x1)
MATCH (x5:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x12:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x5.referent = x12.referent
MERGE (x5)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x12)
MATCH (x15:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}), (x2:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniDistanceMatrix’})
WHERE x15.referent = x2.referent
MERGE (x15)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x2)
MATCH (x11:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x10:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x11.referent = x10.referent
MERGE (x11)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x10)
MATCH (x11:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniEnrollmentSpring2016’}), (x12:‘Course‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniScheduleSpring2016’})
WHERE x11.referent = x12.referent
MERGE (x11)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x12)
MATCH (x15:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’}), (x13:‘Building‘ {contextType: ’STORE’,
contextName: ’UniBuildings’})
WHERE x15.referent = x13.referent
MERGE (x15)-[:‘matches‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniSchedulingOffice’}]->(x13)
MATCH (x3:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x3.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x3.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
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MATCH (x7:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x7.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x7.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
MATCH (x14:‘TimeOfDay‘ {contextType: ’STORE’, contextName: ’
UniScheduleSpring2016’})
SET x14.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice = (NOT (x14.referent =~ ’\\b
((1[0-2]|0?[1-9]):([0-5][0-9])([AaPp][Mm]))’))
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Cypher: Query for students with no time to walk to future class

MATCH (x14:‘Course‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x15:‘End‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(
x12:‘TimeOfDay‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x12, x14, x15
MATCH (x6:‘Trip‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x27:‘destination‘]->()-[:matches
*0..4]-(x26:‘Building‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x12, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6
MATCH (x14)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x32:‘Place‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x7:‘
Building‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x32, x12, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x6)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x8:‘origin‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x7)
WITH DISTINCT x8, x32, x12, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x10:‘Course‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x33:‘Place‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(
x26)
WITH DISTINCT x8, x32, x10, x12, x33, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x10)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x34:‘Meet‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x22:‘
DaysOfWeek‘ {referent: ’MW’})
WITH DISTINCT x8, x32, x10, x12, x34, x33, x22, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x14)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x23:‘Meet‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x22)
WITH DISTINCT x8, x32, x10, x12, x34, x23, x33, x22, x14, x27, x15, x26, x6,
x7
MATCH (x10)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x11:‘Start‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x1:‘
TimeOfDay‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x8, x32, x10, x12, x34, x23, x33, x22, x11, x1, x14, x27, x15,
x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x9:‘Student‘ )-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x24:‘enroll‘]->()-[:matches
*0..4]-(x14)
WITH DISTINCT x8, x9, x32, x10, x12, x34, x23, x33, x22, x11, x1, x14, x24,
x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x9)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x13:‘enroll‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x10)
WITH DISTINCT x8, x9, x32, x10, x12, x34, x23, x33, x22, x11, x1, x14, x24,
x13, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7
MATCH (x6)-[:matches*0..4]-()-[x25:‘duration‘]->()-[:matches*0..4]-(x17:‘
Value‘ )
WITH DISTINCT x8, x9, x32, x10, x12, x34, x23, x33, x22, x11, x1, x14, x25,
x24, x13, x27, x15, x26, x6, x7, x17
WHERE
(x8.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x8.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
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(x9.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x9.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x9.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x9.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x32.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x32.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x10.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x10.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x10.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x10.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x12.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x12.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x12.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x12.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x34.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x34.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x23.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x23.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x33.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x33.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x22.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x22.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x22.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x22.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x11.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x11.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x1.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x1.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x1.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x1.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x14.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x14.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x14.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x14.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x25.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x25.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x24.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x24.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x13.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x13.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x27.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x27.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x15.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x15.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
(x26.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x26.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x26.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x26.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x6.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x6.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x6.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x6.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x7.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x7.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND ((
x7.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x7.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice)) AND
(x17.contextType = ’STORE’ OR x17.contextName = ’UniSchedulingOffice’) AND
((x17.invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice IS NULL) OR (NOT x17.
invalid_for_UniSchedulingOffice))
WITH DISTINCT x1.referent AS x1_referent,x9.referent AS x9_referent,x26.
referent AS x26_referent,x10.referent AS x10_referent,x12.referent AS
x12_referent,x17.referent AS x17_referent,x7.referent AS x7_referent,x22
.referent AS x22_referent,x6.referent AS x6_referent,x14.referent AS
x14_referent
WITH *, apoc.date.parse(x12_referent, "s", "HH:mm") AS x20
WITH *, apoc.date.parse(x1_referent, "s", "HH:mm") AS x4
WITH *, toInteger(x20) - toInteger(x4) AS x18
WITH *, toInteger(x18) > toInteger(0) AS x28
WITH *, toInteger(x17_referent) > toInteger(x18) AS x16
WHERE x28 AND x16
RETURN * LIMIT 2000
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APPENDIX C

SOURCE CODE FOR CHARGERKS CYPHER GENERATORS

C.1

Apply-intent cypher generator

package com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ops;
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.HashSet;
java.util.Iterator;
java.util.Set;
java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;
java.util.stream.Collectors;

import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ContextInfo;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ContextType;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoConcept;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoConceptBinding;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoGraph;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelation;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelationBinding;

import org.neo4j.driver.v1.StatementResult;
import org.neo4j.driver.v1.summary.ResultSummary;
import org.neo4j.driver.v1.summary.SummaryCounters;
public class ApplyContextOfIntentCommand implements Command {
private static final String NEW_LINE = System.getProperty("line.
separator");
private NeoGraph contextOfIntent;
private String csvPath;
private boolean withHeaders;
public ApplyContextOfIntentCommand(NeoGraph contextOfIntent,
String csvPath,
boolean withHeaders) {
this.contextOfIntent = contextOfIntent;
this.csvPath = csvPath;
this.withHeaders = withHeaders;
}
@Override
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public String toCypher() {
final String coalesceTemplateWithHeaders = "COALESCE(line.%1$s, ’’)
AS %1$s";
final String coalesceTemplateWithoutHeaders = "COALESCE(line[%d],
’’) AS %s";
HashSet<NeoConceptBinding> visitedConcepts = new HashSet<
NeoConceptBinding>();
Set<String> headings = contextOfIntent.getConcepts().stream()
.filter(c -> c.getConcept().getReferent().isPresent())
.map(c -> String.format("‘%s‘",c.getConcept().getReferent().get()
))
.collect(Collectors.toSet());
StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();
builder.append("LOAD CSV");
if (withHeaders) {
builder.append(" WITH HEADERS");
}
builder.append(" FROM ’");
builder.append(csvPath);
builder.append("’ as line");
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
builder.append("WITH line,");
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
Iterator<String> itr = headings.iterator();
int i = 0;
while (itr.hasNext()) {
String heading = itr.next();
if (withHeaders) {
builder.append(String.format(coalesceTemplateWithHeaders,
heading));
} else {
int valNum = i+1;
builder.append(String.format(coalesceTemplateWithoutHeaders,
i,
"Value"+valNum));
}
if (itr.hasNext()) {
builder.append(",");
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
i++;
}
for (NeoRelationBinding relationBinding : contextOfIntent.
getRelations()) {
NeoRelation relation = relationBinding.getRelation();
NeoConceptBinding c1 = appendNodeString(builder, visitedConcepts,
relation.getConcept1());
NeoConceptBinding c2 = appendNodeString(builder, visitedConcepts,
relation.getConcept2());
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appendRelationString(builder, c1, c2, relation.getLabel());
}
return builder.toString();
}
private NeoConceptBinding appendNodeString(StringBuilder builder,
Set<NeoConceptBinding> visitedConcepts,
NeoConceptBinding template) {
ContextInfo instanceContext = new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE,
template.getConcept().getContext().getName());
String instanceReferent = null;
if (hasReferent(template) &&
template.getConcept().getReferent().get().toUpperCase().
equals("ROW")) {
instanceReferent = "apoc.convert.toJson(line)";
} else if (!hasReferent(template) ||
template.getConcept().getReferent().get().toUpperCase().
equals("UUID")) {
instanceReferent = "apoc.create.uuid()";
} else {
instanceReferent = "‘" + template.getConcept().getReferent().get
() + "‘";
}
NeoConceptBinding instanceConcept = new NeoConceptBinding(template.
getVariable(),
new NeoConcept(template.getConcept().getType(), instanceReferent,
instanceContext));
if (!visitedConcepts.contains(instanceConcept)) {
visitedConcepts.add(instanceConcept);
builder.append("MERGE ");
builder.append(instanceConcept.toCypherWithSpecialReferent());
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
}
return instanceConcept;
}
private boolean hasReferent(NeoConceptBinding concept) {
return !concept.getConcept().getReferent().orElse("").equals("");
}
private void appendRelationString(StringBuilder builder,
NeoConceptBinding concept1, NeoConceptBinding concept2, String label
) {
NeoRelation instanceRelation = new NeoRelation(concept1, concept2,
concept1.getConcept().getContext(), label);
builder.append("MERGE ");
builder.append(instanceRelation.toCypherExplicit());
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
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}
@Override
public String getSummary(StatementResult result) {
ResultSummary summary = result.consume();
SummaryCounters counts = summary.counters();
return String.format("Created %d nodes and %d relationships in %d ms
.",
counts.nodesCreated(),
counts.relationshipsCreated(),
summary.resultAvailableAfter(TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS));
}
}
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Apply-use cypher generator

package com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ops;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.ArrayList;
java.util.Iterator;
java.util.List;
java.util.Map;
java.util.Optional;
java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;
java.util.stream.Collectors;

import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ContextInfo;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ContextType;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoConcept;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoConceptBinding;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoGraph;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelation;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelationBinding;

import org.neo4j.driver.v1.StatementResult;
import org.neo4j.driver.v1.summary.ResultSummary;
import org.neo4j.driver.v1.summary.SummaryCounters;
public class ApplyContextOfUseCommand implements MultiCommand {
private static final String NEW_LINE = System.getProperty("line.
separator");
private NeoGraph contextOfUse;
private String contextName;
public ApplyContextOfUseCommand(NeoGraph contextOfUse, String
contextName) {
this.contextOfUse = contextOfUse;
this.contextName = contextName;
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}
@Override
public List<Command> toList() {
List<Criteria> criteriaList = new ArrayList<Criteria>();
List<Command> allCommands = new ArrayList<Command>();
for (NeoRelationBinding neoRelationBinding : contextOfUse.
getRelations()) {
NeoRelation neoRelation = neoRelationBinding.getRelation();
String label = neoRelation.getLabel().toUpperCase().trim();
if (label.equals("MATCHES")) {
allCommands.add(buildMatchCommand(neoRelation));
} else if (label.equals("CRITERIA")) {
criteriaList.add(new Criteria(neoRelation));
}
}
Map<NeoConceptBinding, List<Criteria>> criteriaMap = criteriaList.
stream()
.collect(Collectors.groupingBy(c -> c.otherConcept));
for (NeoConceptBinding otherConcept : criteriaMap.keySet()) {
List<String> criteria = criteriaMap.get(otherConcept).stream()
.map(Criteria::toCypher)
.filter(Optional::isPresent)
.map(Optional::get)
.collect(Collectors.toList());
StringBuilder critBuilder = new StringBuilder();
critBuilder.append("MATCH ");
critBuilder.append(otherConcept.toCypher());
critBuilder.append(NEW_LINE);
critBuilder.append("SET ");
critBuilder.append(otherConcept.getVariable());
critBuilder.append(".invalid_for_");
critBuilder.append(contextName);
critBuilder.append(" = ");
Iterator<String> critItr = criteria.iterator();
if (critItr.hasNext()) {
do {
critBuilder.append(critItr.next());
if (critItr.hasNext()) {
critBuilder.append(" AND ");
}
} while (critItr.hasNext());
} else {
critBuilder.append("false");
}
Command critCommand = new Command() {
public String toCypher() {
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return critBuilder.toString();
}
@Override
public String getSummary(StatementResult result) {
ResultSummary summary = result.consume();
SummaryCounters counts = summary.counters();
return String.format("Marked %d nodes with criteria
results in %d ms.",
counts.propertiesSet(),
summary.resultAvailableAfter(TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS));
}
};
allCommands.add(critCommand);
}
return allCommands;
}
private Command buildMatchCommand(NeoRelation neoRelation) {
StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();
//MATCH (x1:c1Type {contextType: "STORE", contextName: "
c1ContextName"}), (x2:c2Type {contextType: "STORE", contextName:
"c2ContextName"})
//WHERE x1.referent = x2.referent
//MERGE x1-[:relationLabel {contextType:"STORE", contextName:
contextOfUseName}]->x2
NeoConceptBinding intentC1 = neoRelation.getConcept1();
NeoConceptBinding c1 = new NeoConceptBinding(intentC1.getVariable(),
new NeoConcept(intentC1.getConcept().getType(), null,
new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE, intentC1.getConcept().
getContext().getName())));
NeoConceptBinding intentC2 = neoRelation.getConcept2();
NeoConceptBinding c2 = new NeoConceptBinding(intentC2.getVariable(),
new NeoConcept(intentC2.getConcept().getType(), null,
new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE, intentC2.getConcept().
getContext().getName())));
NeoRelation instanceRelation = new NeoRelation(c1, c2,
new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE, neoRelation.getContext().
getName()),
neoRelation.getLabel());
builder.append("MATCH ");
builder.append(c1.toCypher());
builder.append(", ");
builder.append(c2.toCypher());
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
builder.append("WHERE ");
builder.append(c1.getVariable());
builder.append(".referent = ");
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130
131

builder.append(c2.getVariable());
builder.append(".referent");
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
builder.append("MERGE ");
builder.append(instanceRelation.toCypherExplicit());
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
return new Command() {
public String toCypher() {
return builder.toString();
}
@Override
public String getSummary(StatementResult result) {
ResultSummary summary = result.consume();
SummaryCounters counts = summary.counters();
return String.format("Created %d nodes and %d relationships
in %d ms.",
counts.nodesCreated(),
counts.relationshipsCreated(),
summary.resultAvailableAfter(TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS));
}
};
}
private class Criteria {
public NeoConceptBinding regexConcept;
public NeoConceptBinding otherConcept;
public Criteria(NeoRelation neoRelation) {
NeoConceptBinding intentC1 = neoRelation.getConcept1();
NeoConceptBinding intentC2 = neoRelation.getConcept2();
String c1TypeUpper = intentC1.getConcept().getType().toUpperCase
().trim();
String c2TypeUpper = intentC2.getConcept().getType().toUpperCase
().trim();
NeoConceptBinding c1 = new NeoConceptBinding(intentC1.getVariable
(),
new NeoConcept(intentC1.getConcept().getType(), null,
new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE, intentC1.getConcept().
getContext().getName())));
NeoConceptBinding c2 = new NeoConceptBinding(intentC2.getVariable
(),
new NeoConcept(intentC2.getConcept().getType(), null,
new ContextInfo(ContextType.STORE, intentC2.getConcept().
getContext().getName())));

if (c1TypeUpper.equals("REGEX")) {
regexConcept = intentC1;
otherConcept = c2;
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} else if (c2TypeUpper.equals("REGEX")) {
regexConcept = intentC2;
otherConcept = c1;
}
}
public Optional<String> toCypher() {
if (regexConcept == null || otherConcept == null)
return Optional.empty();
return Optional.of(String.format("(NOT (%s =~ %s))",
otherConcept.referToReferentAsNodeProperty(), "’" +
regexConcept.getConcept().getReferent().orElse("*")+"’"));
}
}
}

C.3

179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

Ask-data cypher generator

package com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ops;
import
import
import
import
import

java.util.HashSet;
java.util.Iterator;
java.util.List;
java.util.Set;
java.util.stream.Collectors;

import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ActorLambda;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.ContextType;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoActorBinding;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoActorDag;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoConceptBinding;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoGraph;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelation;
com.michaelgrenon.chargerks.NeoRelationBinding;

public class AskDataQuestion implements Question {
private static final String NEW_LINE = System.getProperty("line.
separator");
private NeoGraph query;
private String contextName;
private int resultLimit;
private int maxVariableExpansion;
private boolean maintainContextualInfo;
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

public AskDataQuestion(String contextName, NeoGraph query, int
resultLimit,
int maxVariableExpansion, boolean maintainContextualInfo) {
this.query = query;
this.contextName = contextName;
this.resultLimit = resultLimit;
this.maxVariableExpansion = maxVariableExpansion;
this.maintainContextualInfo = maintainContextualInfo;
}
@Override
public String toCypher() {
NeoActorDag actorDag = query.getActors();
Set<NeoConceptBinding> visitedConcepts = new HashSet<
NeoConceptBinding>();
Set<NeoRelationBinding> visitedRelations = new HashSet<
NeoRelationBinding>();
Set<String> variables = new HashSet<String>();
//MATCH relPattern1 WITH visitedConcepts, ... , visitedRelations
Iterator<NeoRelationBinding> relItr = query.getRelations().iterator
();
StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();
while (relItr.hasNext()) {
//MATCH relPattern
builder.append("MATCH ");
NeoRelationBinding relationBinding = relItr.next();
visitedRelations.add(relationBinding);
variables.add(relationBinding.getVariable());
NeoRelation relation = relationBinding.getRelation();
NeoConceptBinding cBinding1 = relation.getConcept1();
NeoConceptBinding cBinding2 = relation.getConcept2();
if (!visitedConcepts.contains(cBinding1)) {
visitedConcepts.add(cBinding1);
variables.add(cBinding1.getVariable());
builder.append(cBinding1.toCypherWithoutContext());
} else {
builder.append(String.format("(%s)", cBinding1.getVariable())
);
}
builder.append(String.format("-[:matches*0..%d]-()-[%s:‘%s‘]->()
-[:matches*0..%1$d]-",
maxVariableExpansion, relationBinding.getVariable(), relation
.getLabel()));
if (!visitedConcepts.contains(cBinding2)) {
visitedConcepts.add(cBinding2);
variables.add(cBinding2.getVariable());
builder.append(cBinding2.toCypherWithoutContext());
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70
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72
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74
75
76
77

} else {
builder.append(String.format("(%s)", cBinding2.getVariable())
);
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
//WITH concept1, concept2, ...
builder.append("WITH DISTINCT ");
Iterator<String> vIterator = variables.iterator();
while (vIterator.hasNext()) {
String v = vIterator.next();
builder.append(v);
if (vIterator.hasNext()) {
builder.append(", ");
}
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
}
//WHERE (var1.contextType = "STORE" OR var1.contextName = ctxOfUse)
AND ((var1.invalid_for_ctxOfUseName IS NULL) OR (NOT var1.
invalid_for_ctxOfUseName)) AND (var2 ...
builder.append("WHERE ");
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
Set<String> conceptVars = visitedConcepts.stream()
.map(c -> c.getVariable()).collect(Collectors.toSet());
Iterator<String> varItr = variables.iterator();
while (varItr.hasNext()) {
String var = varItr.next();
builder.append("(");
builder.append(var);
builder.append(".contextType = ’");
builder.append(ContextType.STORE.name());
builder.append("’ OR ");
builder.append(var);
builder.append(".contextName = ’");
builder.append(contextName);
builder.append("’) ");
// if its a node we must make sure the context of use did not
decide it was invalid
if (conceptVars.contains(var)) {
builder.append("AND ((");
builder.append(var);
builder.append(".invalid_for_");
builder.append(contextName);
builder.append(" IS NULL) OR (NOT ");
builder.append(var);
builder.append(".invalid_for_");
builder.append(contextName);
builder.append("))");
}
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if (varItr.hasNext()) {
builder.append(" AND");
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
}

//WITH DISTINCT x1.referent AS x1r, ...
builder.append("WITH DISTINCT ");
Iterator<NeoConceptBinding> visIterator = visitedConcepts.iterator()
;
while (visIterator.hasNext()) {
NeoConceptBinding c = visIterator.next();
builder.append(c.getVariable());
if (!maintainContextualInfo) {
builder.append(".referent AS ");
builder.append(c.referToReferentAsRecord());
}
if (visIterator.hasNext()) {
builder.append(",");
}
}
if (maintainContextualInfo) {
Iterator<NeoRelationBinding> relIterator = visitedRelations.
iterator();
while (relIterator.hasNext()) {
builder.append(", ");
NeoRelationBinding c = relIterator.next();
builder.append(c.getVariable());
}
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
//sort actors by input and output dependencies, cycles not supported
//actors output cannot be used for anything other than input to
other actors
List<NeoActorBinding> actors = actorDag.topoSort();
//WITH *, actorOneExpression AS actorOneVariable
//WITH *, actorTwoExpression(may use actorOneVariable) AS
actorTwoVariable
for (NeoActorBinding actorBinding : actors) {
ActorLambda lambda = new ActorLambda(actorBinding,
visitedConcepts,
!maintainContextualInfo);
builder.append("WITH *, ");
builder.append(lambda.toCypherExpressionOrProcedure());
builder.append(" AS ");
builder.append(lambda.getVariable());
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
}
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//WHERE criteria1 AND criteria2, ...., AND NOT criteran, ...
List<ActorLambda> constraints = actors.stream()
.map(a -> new ActorLambda(a, visitedConcepts, !
maintainContextualInfo))
.filter(lam -> lam.isConstraint())
.collect(Collectors.toList());
Iterator<ActorLambda> lamItr = constraints.iterator();
if (lamItr.hasNext()) builder.append("WHERE ");
while(lamItr.hasNext()) {
ActorLambda lambda = lamItr.next();
if (lambda.isNegativeContraint()) builder.append(" NOT ");
builder.append(lambda.getVariable());
if (lamItr.hasNext()) {
builder.append(" AND ");
}
}
builder.append(NEW_LINE);
builder.append("RETURN *");
if (resultLimit > 0) {
builder.append(" LIMIT ");
builder.append(resultLimit);
}
return builder.toString();
}
@Override
public Answer getAnswer() {
return maintainContextualInfo ?
new ContextualPatternMatchAnswer(query) : new PatternMatchAnswer(
query);
}
}
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